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Abstract—This paper investigates the secrecy performance of the
multiple-input single-output (MISO) visible light communication
(VLC) wiretap channel. The considered system model comprises
three nodes: a transmitter (Alice) equipped with multiple fixtures
of LEDs, a legitimate receiver (Bob) and an eavesdropper (Eve),
each equipped with one photo-diode (PD). The VLC channel
is modeled as a real-valued amplitude-constrained Gaussian
channel. Eve is assumed to be randomly located in the same
area as Bob. Due to this, artificial noise (AN)-based beamforming
is adopted as a transmission strategy in order to degrade Eve’s
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Assuming discrete input signaling, we
derive an achievable secrecy rate in a closed-form expression as a
function of the beamforming vectors and the input distribution.
We investigate the average secrecy performance of the system
using stochastic geometry to account for the location randomness
of Eve. We also adopt the truncated discrete generalized normal
(TDGN) as a discrete input distribution. We present several
examples through which we confirm the accuracy of the analytical
results via Monte Carlo simulations. The results also demonstrate
that the TDGN distribution, albeit being not optimal, yields
performance close to the secrecy capacity.
Keywords—Achievable secrecy rate, beamforming, MISO,
stochastic geometry, TDGN, VLC.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Visible light communication (VLC) is a promising technology that has gained significant attention due to its high
data rates and low cost of deployment. Compared to radio
frequency (RF) communications, especially for indoor environments, VLC offers several advantages including robustness
against interference and abundance of the available spectrum
[1]. Various aspects of VLC systems have been studied in the
literature. In [2], the authors studied point-to-point VLC links
and proposed suitable modulation schemes. The authors in [3]
studied the performance of VLC systems in terms of transmit
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data rates, channel bandwidth and signal-to-interference-plusnoise (SINR) ratio. In [4]–[6], the authors presented a review
of VLC, whereas the authors of [7] discussed its potential
for indoor communications. In [8]–[10], the authors studied
fundamental limits of optical wireless channels. In [11], the
viability of VLC for 5G wireless networks was investigated.
Although VLC systems are less susceptible to eavesdropping than RF systems since light does not penetrate through
walls, they become as vulnerable as their RF counterparts
when their nodes are deployed in public areas and/or when
there are large windows [12]. Thus, security for VLC systems
is as important as it is for RF systems. Secrecy in wireless
communication systems may be enhanced by introducing
physical layer security (PLS) techniques [13]. In fact, PLS has
been applied to a wide range of RF applications in an effort
to improve the overall security by complementing existing
cryptography-based security techniques. The potential of PLS
stems from its ability of leveraging features of the surrounding
environments via sophisticated encoding techniques at the
physical layer [14], [15]. Indeed, PLS schemes can be applied
in the same spirit to VLC systems.
There exist many specificities that characterize VLC systems, leading to major differences compared to RF systems.
Precisely, VLC channels are quasi-static and real valued
channels, which seemingly simplify the application of PLS
techniques. However, due to the limited dynamic range of
the LEDs [16], VLC systems impose a peak-power constraint,
i.e., amplitude constraint, on the channel input, which makes
unbounded inputs not admissible. As a result, the performance
and the optimization of PLS schemes must be revised in the
VLC context due to its different operating constraints.
B. Related Work
The secrecy performance for the MISO RF wiretap channel
was widely investigated in the literature. In [17]–[20], the
problem was investigated under perfect eavesdropper’s channel
state information (CSI) and average power constraint. In [17],
[18], it was shown that Gaussian signaling, along with beamforming, is the optimal transmission strategy, and closed-form
secrecy capacity expressions were derived. The same problem
but with imperfect eavesdropper’s CSI was considered in [21]–
[24], where robust beamforming and worst-case secrecy rate
maximization were investigated in [21], [22] and artificial
noise schemes where proposed in [23], [24].
From an information-theoretic point of view and similar to
the average power constrained case, one can use the existing
single-letter description for the rate-equivocation region of
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the Gaussian wiretap channel under peak-power constraint
as in [25]. However, unlike the average power constrained
case, the corresponding optimization problems are harder to
solve explicitly under peak-power constraints, which makes
the derivation of the secrecy capacity for this class of wiretap
channels becomes more complex. The authors in [26] showed
that the secrecy capacity achieving distribution of the MISO
wiretap channel under peak-power constraint is discrete with
a finite support set. However, neither the secrecy capacity
nor its achieving distribution were determined in closed-form
and they can be only found via numerical methods. Due to
this and since VLC channels fall within this category, the
majority of works relative to securing VLC systems consider
only continuous input signaling.
Although the adoption of PLS techniques developed for
RF channels for VLC channels may not be straightforward
since RF signals are complex-valued, which is fundamentally
different from the real and bounded VLC signals, the problem
of secure MISO VLC systems was investigated in [27]–[35].1
Under perfect eavesdropper’s CSI, beamforming [27]–[29] and
artificial noise [30]–[35] are among the schemes employed in
PLS that aim at enhancing the secrecy performance of VLC
systems. The results of [27]–[35] are based on the assumption
that the location of the eavesdropper is either exactly known
to the transmitter or confined within a known bounded area,
where only continuous input distributions have been employed.
The assumption that the eavesdropper’s CSI is perfectly
known to Alice is justifiable only in some scenarios, e.g.,
the eavesdropper is an authorized user in the network but
confidential messages shall be exchanged between the transmitter and a legitimate receiver. However, such assumption
is not valid if the eavesdropper is passive or a malicious
user. In this case, one may assume that the eavesdropper is
randomly located within the area of interest [36]–[39]. This
scenario was considered for MISO VLC wiretap channels
in [39], [40], where the authors employed beamforming in
conjunction of continuous input signaling and derived closedform expressions for the average achievable secrecy rate.
However, adopting continuous input signaling is unrealistic
since digital data streams should be transmitted. In addition,
discrete input signaling has been shown to be optimal for
MISO VLC channels [26]. To the best of our knowledge, the
use of artificial noise schemes in conjunction of discrete input
for securing MISO VLC wiretap channels was not investigated
in the literature, which is the focus of this paper.
C. Contributions
In this paper, we considered a MISO VLC wiretap channel
comprising a transmitter (Alice), a legitimate receiver (Bob)
and a randomly located eavesdropper (Eve). Alice is equipped
with N fixtures of LEDs, whereas Bob and Eve are each
equipped with a single photo-diode (PD). The transmitted
signal is subject to a peak-power constraint. The objective
of the paper is enhancing the secrecy performance of the
1 While the papers [29]–[31] tackle the same problem considered here,
this paper presents new contributions including the discreetness of the input
signaling and the randomness of the eavesdropper’s location.

communication link between Alice and Bob using an artificial
noise (AN) based beamforming scheme. The contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows.
• We derive a closed-form expression for an achievable
secrecy rate as a function of the precoding vectors for
the information-bearing signal and the AN signal, and
for any discrete input distribution.
• We use some approximations to obtain an analytical
solution to the derived secrecy rate expression. To this
end, we first derive upper and lower bounds on the
obtained achievable secrecy rate and we maximize these
bounds using the convex-concave procedure (CCP). The
obtained solutions are then injected into the original average achievable secrecy rate, which leads to a suboptimal
secrecy rate.
• We analyze the complexity of the proposed (suboptimal)
scheme and show that it offers a significant reduction in
complexity compared to that of the brute force methods
with little degradation in performance.
• In the numerical examples, we adopt the truncated discrete generalized normal (TDGN) distribution for the
information and AN signals and optimize over its parameters to maximize the achievable secrecy rate. We
demonstrate that, although it is not optimal, the TDGN
yields performance close that of the capacity limit.
D. Outline and Notations
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model. Section III presents the secrecy
performance with perfect Eve’s CSI. Section IV presents secrecy performance with randomly located Eve. Sections V and
VI represent simulation results and conclusions, respectively.
The following notation is adopted throughout the paper.
Upper case bold characters denote matrices and lower case
bold characters denote column vectors. The set of natural numbers is denoted by N. The set of N -dimensional real-valued
numbers is denoted by RN and the set of N -dimensional
∗
non-negative real-valued numbers is denoted by RN
+. N
denotes the set N\{0}. Matrix transposition is denoted by
the superscript {·}T . || · ||p , for p = 1, 2, ..., ∞, denotes the
p-norm. N (0, σ 2 ) denotes the Gaussian probability distribution with zero-mean and σ 2 variance. For a random scalar
variable s, ps denotes its probability density/mass function
(pdf/pmf), whether s is continuous and discrete, respectively.
The expected value is denoted by E(·), the differential entropy
is denoted by h(·) and the mutual information by I(·; ·).
Superscript [C]+ denotes max(C, 0). We use log(·), without
a base, to denote natural logarithms and information rates
are specified in (Nats/s/Hz). Subscripts {·}B and {·}E denote
Bob’s and Eve’s relevance, respectively.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. The VLC Channel Model
We consider a DC-biased intensity-modulation directdetection (IM-DD) scheme where the transmit element is
an illumination LED driven by a fixed bias IDC ∈ R+ .
The DC-offset sets the average radiated optical power and,
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consequently, settles the illumination level. The data signal
s ∈ R is a zero-mean current signal superimposed on IDC
to modulate the instantaneous optical power emitted from
the LED. In order to maintain linear current-light conversion
and avoid clipping distortion, the total current IDC + s
must be constrained within some range IDC ± νIDC where
ν ∈ [0, 1] is the modulation index [27]. Consequently, s must
satisfy a peak-power constraint expressed as |s| 6 A, where
A = νIDC . After that, the total current IDC + s is converted
into an optical power PT = η (IDC + s) and transmitted by
the LED, where η denotes its conversion factor. At the receiver
side, the receiver’s PD, with a responsivity Rp , converts the
incident optical power into a proportional current. Finally the
DC-offset IDC is removed and a transimpedance amplifier,
with gain T , is used to produce a voltage signal y ∈ R, which
is a scaled, but noisy, version of the transmitted signal s.
Armed with the above description, the received signal is
expressed as
y = hs + n,
(1)
where y represents the received signal, s represents the zeromean transmitted signal subject to the amplitude constraint
|s| ≤ A, such that A = νIDC , n represents the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) and h = ηRT g ∈ R+ represents the
channel gain, in which g denotes the path gain of the optical
link. Assuming that the considered LED has a Lambertian
emission pattern, the path gain is expressed as [41], [42]

ARX
 1
(m + 1) cosm (θ) 2 cos(ψ) R
g = 2π
d
0

where m =

− log(2)
log(cos(φ 1 ))

|ψ| ≤ ψF oV

(2)

|ψ| > ψF oV ,

is the order of the Lambertian

2

emission with half irradiance at semi-angle φ 12 (measured
from the optical axis of the LED). As shown in Fig 1, θ
represents the angle of irradiance, d is the line-of-sight (LoS)
distance between the LED and the PD, ψ is the angle of
incidence, ψF oV is the receiver field of view (FoV) and
n2
ARX = sin2 (ψcF oV ) AP D is the receiver collection area, such
that nc is the refractive index of the optical concentrator and
AP D is the PD area.
In most practical cases, the VLC channel is either constant
(e.g., indoors VLC with no mobility) or varies very slowly
compared to the transmission rate (mobility or outdoors VLC).
The channel coherence time is typically 0.1 to 10 ms whereas
the transmission rates are on the order of several tens of
Mpbs to several Gbps. Thus, the channel remains constant
over thousands up to millions of consecutive bits, and hence,
it is considered quasi-static in the scale of interest [43].
B. The MISO VLC Wiretap Channel
We consider a typical indoor VLC scenario consisting of a
room with size L × W × H, where L, W , and H are the
length, width and height of the room. As mentioned above,
Alice is equipped with N fixtures of LEDs and wants to
communicate privately with a single-PD Bob, in the presence
of a randomly located and single-PD eavesdropper (Eve) that
coexists with Bob in the same room and attempts to eavesdrop

Fig. 1. VLC path gain description.

on the communication between Alice and Bob. This model is
equivalent to an N × 1 Gaussian MISO VLC wiretap channel.
As such, the signals received at Bob and Eve are expressed,
respectively, as
yB = hTB s + nB
yE = hTE s + nE ,

(3)

where hB , hE ∈ RN
+ represent the MISO channel gain vectors
of Bob and Eve, respectively, s is the zero-mean transmitted
signal that is subject to a peak-power constraint, i.e., amplitude
constraint, expressed as
||s||∞ ≤ A,

(4)

where A ∈ R+ is the amplitude constraint defined in subsection II-A, and nB and nE are Gaussian noise samples that are
2
2
) distributed, respectively. Note that if
) and N (0, σE
N (0, σB
the channel gain vectors hB and hE are colinear, the channel
is equivalent to a SISO VLC wiretap channel. In this case,
positive secrecy rate are guaranteed if and only if the channel is
degraded. As such, the secrecy capacity is achieved by discrete
input signaling [44]. To the end of the paper, we assume that
hB and hE are not colinear.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the height of Eve
is fixed and known and that its PD is facing the ceiling of the
T
room. Let hE = [hE,1 , hE,2 , ..., hE,N ] . In this case, based
on subsection II-A, for all i ∈ J1, N K, the channel coefficient
hE,i is expressed as
hE,i (xE , yE ) = Cdi (xE , yE )−(m+3)

 −(m+3)
2
2
2
= C z 2 + (xE − xi ) + (yE − yi )
,
(5)
where (xE , yE ) are the coordinates of Eve in the receiving
plane, (xi , yi ) are the coordinates of the ith fixtures of LEDs
in the room’s ceiling, di is the LoS distance from the ith fixture
m+1
ARX
of LEDs to Eve, C = ηRT (m+1)z
and z is the vertical
2π
distance from the room ceiling to the receiving plane.
Since Eve is randomly located, the exact channel gain vector
hE is unknown to Alice. Therefore, we adopt an artificial noise
based beamforming as a precoding scheme in order to degrade
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the reception of Eve. The transmitted signal is expressed, in
this case, as
s = w1 u + w2 x,

(6)

where u is the information bearing signal, x is the jamming
signal and w1 and w2 are their N × 1 beamforming vectors,
respectively. In this scheme, Alice can exploit its perfect
knowledge of Bob’s CSI in designing the beamforming vector
w2 . In fact, Alice can transmit the artificial noise in the
nullspace of Bob, i.e., hTB w2 = 0, in order to cancel the
interference in Bob’s reception. In this case, the received
signals at Bob and Eve are expressed, respectively, as
yB = hTB w1 u + nB ,
yE = hTE w1 u + hTE w2 x + nE .

(7)

i=1

Let ρB , ρE,u and ρE,x be defined, respectively, as


2
T

w
h

1
B



,
 ρB ,
2
σB

2

T


w
h
1
E


 ρE,u ,
,
2
σE


ρE,x ,

hTE w2

A. Achievable Secrecy Rate
In this subsection, we derive an achievable secrecy rate
for the MISO VLC wiretap channel in (7). Recall that the
information-bearing signal u and the jamming signal x are
both zero-mean and discrete with finite support sets over
[−B, B] and [−B c , B c ], respectively. Let Ku ∈ N∗ and Kx ∈
N∗ be the number of mass points of u and x, respectively. In
this case, there exists (ui )1≤i≤Ku ∈ [−B, B], (pi )1≤i≤Ku ∈
[0, 1], (xi )1≤i≤Kx ∈ [−B c , B c ] and (qi )1≤i≤Kx ∈ [0, 1], such
that the pmf of u and x are expressed, respectively, as

Ku

X


 pu (z) =
pi δ (z − ui ) , ∀ z ∈ [−B, B],


i=1
(10)
Kx

X


c
c

qi δ (z − xi ) , ∀ z ∈ [−B , B ].

 px (z) =

2

Based on this, for a fixed Eve’s location, an achievable secrecy
rate for the MISO VLC wiretap channel in (7) is given in the
following theorem.
(8)

2
σE

where σu2 and σx2 are the variances of u and x, respectively.
Moreover, in order to satisfy the amplitude constraint in (4),
we impose the following constraints on u, x, w1 and w2 .
(
||w1 ||∞ ≤ 1, ||w2 ||∞ ≤ 1,
(9)
|u| ≤ B, |x| ≤ Bc ,
where B, Bc ∈ R+ such that 0 < B ≤ A and Bc = A − B.
Furthermore, we assume that the information-bearing signal u
and the jamming signal x are independent, zero-mean discrete
random scalar variables with finite support sets over [−B, B]
and [−B c , B c ], respectively. We denote by pu and px the
probability mass functions (pmf)s of u and x, respectively.
In this paper, our objective is designing the beamformers
w1 and w2 that aim to improve the secrecy performance of
the MISO VLC wiretap channel in (7) when only information
about the spatial distribution of Eve is known. We adopt the
achievable secrecy rate as a secrecy performance measure.

III. S ECRECY P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
For the MISO wiretap channel under amplitude-constrained
input, the secrecy capacity achieving probability distribution
is discrete with a finite support set [26]. However, the secrecy capacity, denoted by Cs , and its achieving probability
distribution can be only determined numerically by invoking
the same approach used in [26, Section V, PP1], since no
closed-form expressions have been determined yet. In this
section, we derive an achievable secrecy rate for the MISO
VLC wiretap channel in (7) and we propose a low-complexity
heuristic approach to derive suboptimal solutions for the best
beamforming vectors.

Theorem 1. For a fixed Eve’s location, an achievable secrecy
rate for the MISO VLC wiretap channel in (7) is Rs+ , where




K
2
X
u
1 + 2ρB σu
1
− log 
pi pj edi,j 
Rs (w1 , w2 , hE ) = log
2
1 + ρB σu2
i,j=1



 1
1 + 2ρE,x σu2
1
2
2
− log 1 + ρE,u σu + ρE,x σx + log
2
2
1 + ρE,x σu2


K
X
x
− log 
pi pj edi,j  ,
i,j=1

(11)
such that



−ρB
2
u
2


 di,j = 4ρ σ 2 + 2 ρB σu (ui − uj ) − 2ui uj
B u

 (12)
−ρE,x
2

2
x

ρ
σ
(x
−
x
)
−
2x
x
.
 di,j =
E,x
i
j
i
j
x
4ρE,x σx2 + 2
Proof. See appendix A.
The achievable secrecy rate Rs is valid for any discrete
random variables u and x and any beamforming vectors w1
and w2 . However, due to the amplitude constraint imposed on
the transmitted signal, the system variables u, x, w1 and w2
should satisfy the amplitude constraint in (9).
B. Precoding Design
Taking into account that Eve is randomly located, the average
achievable secrecy rate EhE [Rs (w1 , w2 , hE )] can be enhanced
through a well structured design of the beamforming vectors
w1 and w2 . In this case, the maximum average achievable secrecy rate can be obtained through the following optimization
problem.
P1 :

(w∗1 , w∗2 ) = argmax EhE [Rs (w1 , w2 , hE )]

s.t.

w1 ,w2 ∈RN
 T

 hB w2 =

||w1 ||∞


||w2 ||∞

0,
≤ 1,
≤ 1.

(13)
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The expectation EhE [Rs (w1 , w2 , hE )] can be efficiently calculated numerically. Therefore, one can use brute-force (BF)
search methods to solve problem P1 . To this end, we denote by
Rs∗ (BF ), the optimal value of EhE [Rs (w1 , w2 , hE )] obtained
by BF search methods.
A major disadvantage of the BF search methods is their
high computational complexity, which makes its use impracticable for low latency applications. Moreover, the expectation
EhE [Rs (w1 , w2 , hE )] does not lead to any tractable solution
since it does not have a closed-form expression. This is mainly
due to the complex expression of Eve’s channel gain vector
as shown in (5). Therefore, we propose a suboptimal and lowcomplexity approach in solving problem P1 , that is detailed

T
be the average
as follows. Let hE = hE,1 , hE,2 , ..., hE,N
channel gain vector of Eve, i.e., hE , E [hE ]. In this case, for
all i ∈ J1, N K, the channel coefficient hE,i is expressed as
Z

L

Z

W

−(m+3)

pE (x, y)di (x, y)

hE,i = C
0

dxdy,

(14)

0

where pE is the spatial distribution of Eve within the room.
Now we consider the achievable secrecy
rate at average Eve’s

channel gain vector Rs w1 , w2 , hE . Based on the expression
of dui,j given in (12) and since for all i ∈ J1, Ku K, −B ≤ ui ≤
B, then for all (i, j) ∈ J1, Ku K2 , we have
−ρB σu2 B 2 ≤ dui,j ≤

ρB σu2 B 2
.
2ρB σu2 B 2 + 1

(15)

In addition, Based on the expression of dxi,j given in (12) and
since for all i ∈ J1, Kx K, −B c ≤ xi ≤ B c , then for all
(i, j) ∈ J1, Kx K2 , we have
−ρE,x σx2 Bc2 ≤ dxi,j ≤


T

hE w2

ρE,x σx2 Bc2
,
2ρE,x σx2 Bc2 + 1

(16)

2

where ρE,x = σ2 . Consequently, the achievable secrecy
E
rate Rs w1 , w2 , hE is bounded as



Rs,l w1 , w2 , hE ≤ Rs w1 , w2 , hE ≤ Rs,u w1 , w2 , hE ,
(17)


where Rs,l w1 , w2 , hE and Rs,u w1 , w2 , hE are expressed,
respectively, as



 1
1 + 2ρB σu2
ρB σu2 B 2


h
=
log
−
R
w
,
w
,
E
s,l
1
2

2

2
1 + ρB σu
2ρB σu2 B 2 + 1




2
2



ρE,x σx Bc
1


− log 1 + ρE,u σu2 + ρE,x σx2
−


2
2

2ρE,x σx Bc + 1 2







1
1 + 2ρE,x σu2


+ log
,
2
1 + ρE,x σu2



 1

1 + 2ρB σu2


R
w
,
w
,
h
=
log
+ ρB σu2 B 2

s,u
1
2
E
2

2
1
+
ρ
σ

B
u





1

2 2


+ ρE,x σx Bc − log 1 + ρE,u σu2 + ρE,x σx2


2






1
1 + 2ρE,x σu2


+ log
.
2
1 + ρE,x σu2
(18)

Now we consider the two optimization problem P1,l and P1,u
given, respectively, by



P1,l :
w∗1,l , w∗2,l = argmax Rs,l w1 , w2 , hE



N


w∈RT





 hB w2 = 0,




s.t. ||w1 ||∞ ≤ 1,






||w2 ||∞ ≤ 1,

 (19)
∗
∗

P
:
w
,
w
=
argmax
R
h
w
,
w
,
1,u
s,u
E
1
2

1,u
2,u

N



w∈RT





 hB w2 = 0,




s.t. ||w1 ||∞ ≤ 1,





||w2 ||∞ ≤ 1.
Based on the above, our approach in solving problem P1
is
problems P1,l and P1,u . Let
 as follows.
 First, we solve

∗
∗
∗
∗
w1,l , w2,l and w1,u , w2,u be their solutions, respectively.
Then we inject the obtained solutions into the expression
of EhE [Rs (w1 , w2 , hE )] and we selecth themaximum value
i
∗
between them. Precisely, let Rs,l
, EhE Rs w∗1,l , w∗2,l , hE


∗
, EhE Rs w∗1,u , w∗2,u , hE . Thus, the suboptimal
and Rs,u
average achievable secrecy rate, obtained by our proposed
scheme (PS), is expressed as2

∗
∗
Rs∗ (P S) = max Rs,l
, Rs,u
.
(20)
In the following, we start by solving problem P1,l and then
we consider problem P1,u .
1) Optimization Problem P1,l :
Let W , [w1 , w2 ] be the precoding matrix of the system
and consider
√ the change of optimization variable given by
W =h B⊥ X,
i where B is the 2 × N matrix expressed as
B=

hB hE
σB σE

T

. Thus, X is a 2 × 2 matrix expressed as


x
X= 1
x3





2

(hTB w1 )

2
x2
=  hTσwB 2
( E 1)
x4
2
σE

2

(hTB w2 )
2
σB

2

(hTE w2 )


.

(21)

2
σE

On the other hand, note that the infinity norm constraints
||w1 ||∞ ≤ 1 and ||w2 ||∞ ≤ 1 imposed to the beamforming vectors are equivalent to imposing a unit infinity norm
constraint on the hermitian of the precoding matrix W, i.e.,
||WT ||∞ ≤ 1.

(22)

In order to satisfy this constraint, we impose the following
infinity norm constraint on the matrix X.
√ T
(23)
|| X ||∞ ≤ AB ,


1
where AB = min ||BT ||∞ ,
. In this case, the
T
||(B⊥ ) ||∞
infinity norm constraint in (22) and the infinity norm constraint
in (23) are equivalent, i.e., if one is satisfied, the other is
2 Since the secrecy rate E
hE [Rs (w1 , w2 , hE )] is achievable for any
∗ and R∗
beamforming vectors (w1 , w2 ), both Rs,l
are achievable, which
 s,u

∗ , R∗
implies that the secrecy rate Rs∗ (P S) = max Rs,l
s,u is also achievable.
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automatically satisfied. In fact, if the constraint in (22) is
satisfied, then
√ T
|| x ||∞ = ||WT BT ||∞ ≤ ||wT ||∞ ||BT ||∞
≤ ||BT ||∞
≤ AB ,

(24)

and if the constraint in (23) is satisfied, then
 T
√ T
√ T  T
||WT ||∞ = || x B⊥ ||∞ ≤ || X ||∞ || B⊥ ||∞


≤ min ||B⊥ ||∞ ||B||∞ , 1
≤ 1.
(25)
Now let x be the vector form of the matrix X, given by x =
T
[x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ] and consider the functions f , expressed for
4
all x ∈ R+ , as


x1 σu2 B 2
1 + 2x1 σu2
1
+
f (x) = − log
2
2
1 + x1 σu
2x1 σu2 B 2 + 1



 1
1
1 + 2x4 σu2
+ log 1 + x3 σu2 + x4 σx2 − log
2
2
1 + x4 σu2
2 2
x 4 σ x Bc
+
.
2x4 σx2 Bc2 + 1
(26)
Moreover, consider the functions g, h and k, expressed, for
all x ∈ R4+ , as

x2 ,

 g(x) = √
√
h(x) = x1 + x3 − AB ,
(27)

√

k(x) = x4 − AB .
Based on the above, problem P1,l can be rewritten as
P1,l :

x∗ = argmin f (x)
x∈R4

 +

 g(x) = 0,
s.t. h(x) ≤ 0,


k(x) ≤ 0.

(28)

The function g is convex. On the other hand, for all x ∈ R4+ ,
we have f (x) = f1 (x) − f2 (x), where





1
1 + 2σs2 x1
1
1 + 2x4 σu2


f
(x)
=
−
log
−
log
,

1


2
1 + σs2 x1
2
1 + x4 σu2





x1 σu2 B 2
1
− log 1 + x3 σu2 + x4 σx2
f2 (x) = −
2
2

2x1 σu B + 1 2




x4 σx2 Bc2



.
−
2x4 σx2 Bc2 + 1
(29)
In addition, for all x ∈ R4+ , we have h(x) = h1 (x) − h2 (x)
and k(x) = k1 (x) − k2 (x), where for all x ∈ R4+
(
√
√
h1 (x) = −AB , h2 (x) = − x1 − x3 ,
(30)
√
k2 (x) = −AB , k2 (x) = − x4 .
Clearly, the functions f1 , f2 , h1 , h2 , k1 and k2 are all convex
and, therefore, the functions f , h and k are each a difference
of two convex functions. In this case, problem P1,l is a
difference of convex (DC) problem. Therefore, it is typical to

use the convex-concave procedure (CCP) proposed in [45] in
solving problem P1,l . As such, we convexify the functions f ,
h and k through a simple linearization of the functions f2 , h2
and k2 , respectively, by applying the first-order Taylor series
approximation around a given point xl ∈ R4+ . Consequently,
the convex form of f , h and k, denoted respectively by f˜, h̃
and k̃, are expressed, respectively, as

T
˜

 f (x, xj ) = f1 (x) − f2 (xj ) − ∇f2 (xj ) (x − xj ),
h̃ (x, xj ) = h1 (x) − h2 (xj ) − ∇h2 (xj )T (x − xj ), (31)


k̃ (x, xj ) = k1 (x) − k2 (xj ) − ∇k2 (xj )T (x − xj ),
where ∇f2 (x), ∇h2 (x) and ∇k2 (x) are the gradients of the
functions f2 , h2 and k2 , respectively. Furthermore, for all x ∈
T
R4+ , ∇f2 (x) is expressed as ∇f2 (x) = [v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 ] , where

σu2 B 2


v
=
−

1
2,


(2σu2 B 2 x1 + 1)





 v2 = 0,
(32)
σu2

,
v
=
−
3

2 x + σ2 x )

2
(1
+
σ

u 3
x 4




σx2 Bc2
σx2


−
.
 v4 = −
2
2
2 (1 + σu x3 + σx x4 ) (2σx2 Bc2 x4 + 1)2
In addition, ∇h2 (x) and ∇k2 (x) are expressed respectively, for
all x ∈ R4+ , as


T
1
1



∇
(x)
=
−
,
0,
−
,
0
,
√
√
 h2
2 x1
2 x3

T

1


 ∇k2 (x) = 0, 0, , 0 − √
.
2 x4

(33)

Consequently, armed with the above, the convex form of
problem P1,l is given by
0
P1,l
(xj ) :

x∗ = argmin f˜(x, xj )
x∈R4+



 g(x) = 0,
s.t. h̃ (x, xj ) ≤ 0,


k̃ (x, xj ) ≤ 0.

(34)

0
Problem P1,l
(xj ) is a convex optimization problem that
depends on the linearization point xj and that can be solved
efficiently using standard optimization packages [46], [47].
Based on the above analysis, the detailed iterative algorithm
for solving problem P1,l is given in Algorithm 1 on top of
next page, where the initial point x0 is a random feasible
point that satisfies the constraints of problem P1,l in (26),
 is a fixed relative error between two consecutive iterations
and L is the maximum number of iteration. Note that it
was shown in [45] and references therein that CCP is an
efficient method in solving DC problems, where a complete
proof of convergence was provided. Finally, after obtaining
the solution x∗ from Algorithm 1, we formulate the best
∗
matrix
h X and
i we determine the best beamforming vectors
∗
∗
as w1,l , w2,l = B⊥ X∗ .
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Algorithm 1 Iterative algorithm for solving P1,l
1. Initialization:
2
2
i) Estimate hB , σB
and σE
.
ii) Calculate hE .
iii) Fix the input distributions pu and px .
iv) Choose an initial feasible point x0 .
2. Set: j = 0.
3. Repeat:
0
i) Solve P1,l
(xj ).
ii) Assign the solution to xj+1 .
iii) Update iteration j ← j + 1.
4. Termination: terminate step 3. when
i) |xj − xj−1 | ≤ , or
ii) j = L.

where ∇q2 (x) is the gradient of the function q2 which is
expressed, for all x ∈ R4+ , as

T
σu2 /2
σx2 /2
.
∇q2 (x) = 0, 0,
,
1 + σu2 x3 + σx2 x4 1 + σu2 x3 + σx2 x4
(39)
Consequently, armed with the above, the convex form of
problem P1,u is given by
0
P1,u
(xj ) :

x∗ = argmin q(x)
x∈R4

 +

 g(x) = 0,
s.t. h(x) ≤ 0,


k(x) ≤ 0.

(35)

where q is the function expressed, for all x ∈ R4 , as


1
1 + 2x1 σu2
q(x) = − log
− x1 σu2 B 2
2
1 + x1 σu2



 1
1 + 2x4 σu2
1
2
2
+ log 1 + x3 σu + x4 σx − log
2
2
1 + x4 σu2
2 2
− x4 σu B .
(36)
Note that, for all x ∈ R4+ , we have q(x) = q1 (x) − q2 (x),
where



1
1 + 2σu2 x1


log
− x1 σu2 B 2 − x4 σx2 Bc2
q
(x)
=
−
 1
2x

2
1
+
σ

1
u




1
1 + 2x4 σx2
log
−
,

2
1 + x4 σx2





 q (x) = − 1 log 1 + x σ 2 + x σ 2  .
2
3 u
4 x
2
(37)
Clearly, the functions q1 and q2 are convex and, therefore, the
function q is a difference of two convex functions. Therefore,
problem P1,u is a difference of convex (DC) problem. To
tackle this problem, we use the CCP and we convexify the
function q through a simple linearization of the function q2 by
applying the first-order Taylor series approximation around a
given point xj . Consequently, the convex form of q, denoted
by g̃ is expressed, as
q̃ (x, xj ) = q1 (x) − q2 (xj ) − ∇q2 (xj )T (x − xj ),

x∈R4+



 g(x) = 0,
s.t. h̃ (x, xj ) ≤ 0,


k̃ (x, xj ) ≤ 0.

2) Optimization Problem P1,u :
Using the same notations and change of variable adopted in
the previous paragraph, problem P1,u can be rewritten as
P1,l :

x∗ = argmin q̃(x, xj )

(38)

(40)

0
Problem P1,u
(xj ) is a convex optimization problem that can
be solved efficiently using standard optimization packages
[46], [47]. Therefore, the detailed iterative algorithm for solving P1,u can be given as in Algorithm 1, where it suffices
0
0
by P1,u
and choose x0 as any random
to substitute P1,l
feasible point that satisfies the constraints of problem P1,u .
Finally, after obtaining the solution x∗ from Algorithm 1,
∗
we formulate the best matrix
 ∗ X ∗ and
 we determine the best
beamforming vectors as w1,u , w2,u = B⊥ X∗ .

C. Complexity Analysis
In this part, we evaluate the computational complexity of
the proposed precoding scheme. In Algorithm 1, we employ
the well known interior point algorithm (IPA) in solving the
invoked convex problem. Therefore, we employ the number
of Newton steps, denoted by Ns , as a complexity measure.
The number of Newton steps denotes the number of recursive
iterations till convergence from a given starting point, i.e., the
number of required recursive steps to reach a local solution.
Based on [48], the worst-case Ns to reach a local solution in
a non-linear convex problem is expressed as
p
(41)
Ns ∼ problem size,
where the problem size is the number of optimization scalar
variables. The size of the optimization variable x adopted in
the previous subsection is equal to 4. Moreover, Algorithm
1 solves a non-linear convex problem at most L-times, and
thus, it employs the IPA at most L-times. Based on this, the
worst-case complexity of our proposed scheme is given by
Ns = Ns (P1,l ) + (P1,u )
∼ 4L + 4L
∼ 8L.

(42)

Therefore, it can be seen that the worst-case complexity of
our precoding scheme is a linear function of the maximum
number of iteration L.
D. Input Distributions
The achievable secrecy rates derived in subsection III-B
is valid for any bounded discrete distributions pu and px . In
this work, we adopt the truncated discrete generalized normal
distribution (TDGN) as probability distribution for u and x.
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The motivation behind using this family of distributions is
that it extends and generalizes various discrete probability
distributions. In fact, let D ∈ R∗+ and let v be a discrete
random scalar variable satisfying |v| ≤ D. In addition,
let K ∈ N∗ be the number of mass points of v and let
(vi )1≤i≤K ∈ [−D, D] and (ri )1≤i≤K ∈ [0, 1] be its sets of
mass points and mass probabilities, respectively. Based on this,
the pmf of v is expressed, for all z ∈ R, as
pv (z) =

K
X

ri δ (z − vi ) .

(43)

Based on the results of [49], the optimal covariance matrix
of (46) is given through the active eigenvectors of the matrix
T
T
1
1
2 hB hB − σ 2 hE hE , i.e., the eigenvectors associated to the
σB
E
positive eigenvalues of this matrix. In the following lemma, we
characterize the active eigenvectors of the matrix σ12 hB hTB −
B

T
1
2 hE hE .
σE

Lemma 1. The matrix σ12 hB hTB − σ12 hE hTE has only one
B
E
active orthonormal eigenvector, denoted by e (hE ).
Proof. See appendix B.

i=1

In this case, v follows a TDGN distribution over [−D, D]
denoted by TDGN(K, D, α, β), where α ∈ R∗+ represents its
scale parameter and β ∈ R∗+ represents its shape parameter, if
ri0
−1
for all i ∈ J1, KK, vi = 2i−K
K− 1 D and ri = rT , such that


ri0

−
β
 e
=
2αΓ β1

|vi |
α

β

,

(44)

A full characterization of the spectrum of the matrix
− σ12 hE hTE is provided in the proof of lemma 1,
E
where closed-form expressions of its eigenvectors and their
associated eigenvalues are derived. Now based on lemma 1,
the upper bound Ru (hE ) is expressed as


2 
T
N A2
1
+
h
e
(h
)
2
E
B
1
σB


(47)
Ru (hE ) = log 

2  ,
2
2
1 + NσA2 hTE e (hE )
T
1
2 hB hB
σB

E

PK
and rT = i=1 ri0 , where Γ (·) denotes the Gamma function.
Note that, based on (44) and according to the parameters α
and β, the TDGN distribution includes:
• The Dirac distribution when α → 0 and β → 0.
• The truncated discrete Laplace distribution when β = 1.
• The truncated discrete Gaussian distribution when β = 2.
• The truncated discrete uniform distribution when α → ∞
and β → ∞.
Consequently, by adopting the TDGN distribution as an input
signaling scheme, the secrecy performance of the system can
be enhanced through an optimal design of the shape and the
scale parameters as well as the number of mass points. In this
context, we assume that u and x follow TDGN(Ku , B, αu , βu )
and TDGN(Kx , Bc , αx , βx ), respectively, where Ku , Kx ∈
N∗ and (αu , βu , αx , βx ) ∈ R∗+ .
E. Average Upper Bound
When the location of Eve is fixed, an upper bound on the
secrecy capacity of the MISO VLC wiretap channel in (3) may
be obtained by converting the amplitude constraint in (4) into
an average power constraint as

||s||∞ ≤ A =⇒ Tr(Ks ) = E ||s||22 ≤ N A2 ,
(45)
which is the trace constraint on the input covariance. Consequently, by relaxing the amplitude constraint and only considering the trace constraint, we only enhance the secrecy
capacity and, thus, the average secrecy capacity of the new
MISO VLC wiretap channel is an upper bound on that of
the original wiretap channel. However, the secrecy capacity of
the new wiretap channel is known and Gaussian is optimal.
Consequently, the upper bound is given by


hT K h
1 + Bσ2s B
1
B

Ru (hE ) =max log 
hT K h
Ks ≥0 2
(46)
1 + E 2s E
σE
2

s.t. Tr (Ks ) ≤ N A ,

and since Eve is randomly located within the room, an average
upper bound on the secrecy capacity of the system is given by
Ru∗ = EhE [Ru (hE )] .

(48)

The expectation in (48) can be efficiently determined numerically using any mathematical software.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Simulation Overview
In this section, our purpose is to simulate the average
secrecy rates derived in the previous section and compare them
with their respective theoretical expressions. The theoretical
and simulated average secrecy rates are detailed as follows.
1) For the average achievable secrecy rate, we simulated
the average secrecy rate for both cases, namely, the one
obtained from the BF search method and the one obtained
from our proposed scheme (PS). These two cases are
detailed as follows.
• For the BF search method, the theoretical result is
Rs∗ (BF ), which is obtained by solving problem P1
in (13), whereas the simulation result is obtained
by injecting the obtained solution from (13) into
Rs (w1 , w2 , hE ) for every Eve’s channel realization hE
and then taking the average.
• For the PS, the theoretical result is obtained from the
expression of Rs∗ (P S) in (20), whereas the simulation
results are obtained from injecting the solutions of
Rs∗ (P S) into Rs (w1 , w2 , hE ) for every Eve’s channel
realization hE and then taking the average.
2) For the secrecy capacity, and since there is no closedform expression, we computed the secrecy capacity of
the system numerically, by invoking the same approach
used in [26, Section V, PP1], for every Eve’s channel
realization hE and then taking the average.
3) For the upper bound, the theoretical expression is given
in (48). For the simulation, we compute the expression
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TABLE I
MISO VLC S YSTEM PARAMETERS
Transmitter configuration
Number of LEDs per fixture
Angle of irradiance θ
LED conversion factor η
DC-offset current IDC
Modulation index ν

6
60◦
0.44 W/A
700 mA
0.2

Receivers configuration
1 cm2
0.54 A/W
60◦
1.5
1

PD geometric area AP D
PD responsivity R
PD field of view ΨF OV
Optical concentrator refractive index n
Transimpedance filter gain T

TABLE II
P OSITIONS OF THE LED S F IXTURES

Fig. 2. A MISO VLC system with N = 16 fixtures of LEDs.

of the upper bound in (47) for every Eve’s channel
realization hE and then taking the average.

N=4

Fixtures
Coordinates

1
(1, 1)

2
(1, 4)

3
(4, 1)

4
(4, 4)

Fixtures
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Coordinates (1, 1) (1, 2) (1, 3) (1, 4) (2, 1) (2, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4)
N = 16
Fixtures
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Coordinates (3, 1) (3, 2) (3, 3) (3, 4) (4, 1) (4, 2) (4, 3) (4, 4)

B. Simulation Settings
We considered a typical indoor VLC scenario, which is
widely adopted in the literature [27]. We considered a single
room with size L × W × H = 5m×5m×4m as shown in
Fig. 2. A Cartesian coordinate system, shown in Fig. 2, is
used. The parameters of the room, the transmitter and the
two receivers are given in Table I. The fixtures of LEDs
of Alice are located in the ceiling of the room, where their
number and their positions in the horizontal plane are shown
in Table II. The receivers height measured from the room’s
floor is 1m. For simplicity, we let B = Bc = A2 and the
information bearing signal u and the jamming signal x be
identically distributed. The average noise powers at Bob at
2
2
Eve are σB
= σE
= σ 2 , where σ 2 will be defined in the
following section. The simulation results are obtained through
105 independents Monte Carlo trials on the location of Eve
within the room. For this case, the spatial distribution of Eve
1
within the room is uniform, i.e., pE (x, y) = L×H
. We use
−3
 = 10 and L = 10 as stopping criterion for Algorithm 1.

C. Numerical Results
Fig. 3 presents the average upper bound Ru∗ , the average
secrecy capacity Cs , the average achievable secrecy rate
Rs∗ (BF ) and Rs∗ (P S), versus the square of the amplitude
constraint A2 in dBm, for the average noise powers σ 2 =
σ12 = −98.82 dBm and σ 2 = σ22 = −68.82 dBm and for the
numbers of Fixtures of LEDs at Alice N = 16 and N = 4.
For the proposed scheme, the case of transmission without AN
is also presented, which is obtained by setting ρE,x = 0 and
|u| ≤ A. The legitimate receiver Bob is located at the center of
the room. Fig. 3 shows that there is a small gap in the secrecy

performance between the BF search method and the proposed
scheme. Moreover, it shows that the achievable secrecy rate
is close to the secrecy capacity of the system. This results is
consistent with results reported in [26] whereby it was shown
that the optimal distribution that achieves the secrecy capacity
of the MISO wiretap channel under an amplitude constraint is
discrete with a finite support set. Moreover, it is can be seen
from this figure that when Eve’s location is not know, the
use of AN enhance the secrecy performance of the system. In
addition, we remark that the secrecy performance of the system
increases as the number of LEDs fixtures at Alice increases
or the average noise power decreases. This result is somehow
expected, since both facts lead to increase the SNR of the
receivers. On the other hand, note that the secrecy performance
of the system depend on the amplitude constraint A. In
constructing Fig. 3, we found that the best input distributions
pu and px , for the information-bearing signal u and for the
jamming signal x, for the values of A2 ranging from −40
dBm to 40 dBm with a step size of 10 dBm. For example,
for N = 16, A2 = 0 dBm and σ 2 = −98.82 dBm, we
found numerically that the best probability distributions are
pu = px =TDGN(16, B, 0.5, 2).
Another measure to evaluate the secrecy performance of
the system is the modified secrecy outage probability (SOP).
In our context, the modified SOP, denoted by PSO , is the
probability that the he instantaneous achievable secrecy rate
Rs , i.e., at a given location of Eve, is lower than a threshold
secrecy rate Rth , i.e
PSO = P (Rs ≤ Rth ) .

(49)

For a fixed threshold secrecy rate, the secrecy performance
of the system increases as the SOP decreases. The SOP was
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Fig. 4. Secrecy outage probability versus Rs∗ (P S) for various values of the
noise variance σ 2 and different number of LEDs Fixtures N .
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V. C ONCLUSION
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(b) N = 4.
∗,
Ru

Fig. 3. Average upper bound
average secrecy capacity Cs and average
achievable secrecy rates Rs∗ (BF ) and Rs∗ (P S) versus A2 . Solid lines present
theoretical results whereas dash-dotted lines present simulation results. σ12 =
−98.82 dBm and σ22 = −68.82 dBm.

widely used in the literature, such as in [37], [38] for VLC
systems. However, in [37], [38], the SOP was adopted for
SISO VLC systems only due to the complex structure of the
channel gain vector, when the transmitter is equipped with
multiple fixtures of LEDs. Fig. 4, pretenses the empirical
modified SOP versus the instantaneous achievable secrecy rate
Rs for the average noise powers σ 2 = −98.82 dBm and
σ 2 = −68.82 dBm and for the numbers of Fixtures of LEDs
at Alice N = 16 and N = 4. This figure shows also that
increasing the number of fixtures of LEDs and/or decreasing
the noise power at the receivers will decrease the secrecy
outage probability of the system, and therefore, will increase
the secrecy performance of the system.

We studied in this paper the secrecy performance of the
MISO VLC wiretap channel. We adopted AN-based beamforming as a transmission strategy in an effort to maximize
the secrecy rate while degrading Eve’s channel. We adopted
discrete input signaling for both, the information bearing
signal and the AN signal. Specifically, we derived achievable
secrecy rates in closed-form expressions for the system as a
function of the beamforming vector and the discrete input
distribution. We investigated the problem of optimal beamfomring for the case imperfect Eve’s CSI, where we assumed
that Eve’s location was unknown and only a coarse estimate
of its CSI was available to Alice. Solving the optimization
problem optimally was not possible. As such, we approached
the solution in two different ways: numerically using BF
methods and analytically using some approximations. The
former is much more complex than the latter. To assess the
performance of the proposed scheme, we employed the TDGN
for the discrete input distribution where we optimized over
its parameters. We corroborated the analytical results through
Monte Carlo simulations and we demonstrated substantial
improvements provided by the proposed scheme over existing
ones. Furthermore, we showed that the approximations used
in developing the proposed scheme result in marginal performance degradation as compared to that of the BF method (the
optimal one.)
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
Based on the results of [25], a lower bound for the secrecy
capacity of the system can be given by
+

(50a)

+

(50b)
(50c)

Cs ≥ max [I(u; yB ) − I(u; yE )]
pu

≥ [I(w1 u; yB ) − I(w1 u; yE )]
= h(yB ) − h(yB |w1 u) − h(yE ) + h(yE |w1 u)
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where inequality (50a) holds from [25] and inequality (50b)
holds by letting u = w1 u+w2 x and choosing any variables u,
x, w1 and w2 . Now we develop each term of equation (50c).
At first, we have


1
2
h (yB |w1 u) = h (nB ) = log 2πeσB
.
(51)
2


Moreover, h(yE ) = h hTE w1 u + hTE w2 x + nE can be upper
bounded by the differential entropy of a Gaussian distribution
having the same variance, that is,
h

i
1
h (yE ) ≤ log 2πeVar hTE w1 u + hTE w2 x + nE
2

 1

1
2
.
= log 1 + ρE,u σu2 + ρE,x σx2 + log 2πeσE
2
2
(52)
Now we consider h (yB |w1 u). We have yB = hTB w1 u + nB
and recall that the pmf of u is given by
pu (z) =

Ku
X

pi δ (z − ui ) .

(53)

i=1

In this case, yB is a mixture of Gaussian and its probability
density function is given by
 
2 
T
Ku
y
−
h
w
u
X
1
i
B
p


p i
exp −
pyB (y) =
 . (54)
2
2
2σ
2πσB
B
i=1
The derivation of a lower bound on the differential entropy
of yB in this case is inspired from the one in [50]. Let uc
be a Gaussian distribution that have the same variance as u,
c
i.e., uc follows N 0, σu2 and let yB
= hTB w1 uc + nB . In
2
c
this case, yB follows a N 0, σc distribution, where σc2 =
2

c
2
have the same variance
. Since yB and yB
hTB w1 σu2 + σB
and using [51, Eq. 8.76], we have
 

pyB
c
c
h(yB ) − h(yB ) = D (yB ||yB ) = EyB log
, (55)
pyBc
where D denotes Kullback–Leibler divergence. Moreover,
using Jensen’s inequality, we have
 




pyB
pyB
EyB log
≤ log EyB
.
(56)
pyBc
pyBc
Consequently, h(yB ) is lower bounded as




1
pyB
h(yB ) ≥ log 2πeσc2 − log EyB
,
(57)
2
pyBc


pyB
where EyB pyc is expressed as shown in equation (58) on
B

2σ 2 −σ 2

top of next page, such that a = σc2 σ2B and for all (i, j) ∈
B c
J1, Ku K2 ,

σc2

T

 bi,j =
2 hB w1 (ui + uj ) ,
2σc2 − σB
(59)

−ρB 

2

 di,j =
ρB σu2 (ui − uj ) − 2ui uj .
4ρB + 2


2
2
Consequently, since σc2 = hTB w1 σu2 + σB
, we have 2σc2 −

2
2
2
σB
= 2 hTB w1 σu2 + σB
and, therefore, we get



 1

pyB
1
2
log EyB
= log 2πeσc2 − log 2πeσB
c
pyB
2
2




K
K
u X
u
2
X


1 1 + 2ρB σu
− log 
−
pi pj exp dui,j  . (60)
2 1 + ρB σu2
i=1 j=1
Therefore, h(yB ) is lower bounded as




Ku X
Ku
2
X


1
1 + 2ρB σu
h(yB ) ≥ log
pi pj exp dui,j 
− log 
2
1 + ρB σu2
i=1 j=1
+



1
2
log 2πeσB
.
2

(61)

For the last term, we have h(yE |w1 u) = h hTE w2 x + nE ,
which, by using the same approach as for h(yB ), can be lower
bounded as




1
1 + 2ρE,x σx2
1
2
h(yE |w1 u) ≥ log
+ log 2πeσE
2
1 + ρE,x σx2
2


Kx X
Kx
X
 x 
− log 
qi qj exp di,j  .
(62)


i=1 j=1

Finally, by substituting the above expressions in (50c), an
achievable secrecy rate for the MISO VLC wiretap channel
in (7) is given as shown in theorem 1, which completes the
proof.
A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF L EMMA 1
Consider the matrix K = d1 hB hTB − d2 hE hTE such that d1 ,
d2 ∈ R∗+ and hB and hE are not colinear. Our purpose in
this section is to characterize the spectrum of the matrix K.
The matrix K is symmetric and, thus, it is diagonalizable.
Moreover, since hB and hE are not colinear, the rank of
K is equal to two. Therefore, K have exactly two non-zero
eigenvalues. Let λ ∈ R be a non-zero eigenvalue of K and
e be its associated eigenvector. Motivated by the structure
of K, we suppose that there exists a1 , a2 ∈ R such that
e = a1 hB + a2 hE . Consequently, we get


Ke = d1 a1 ||hB ||22 + a2 hTB hE hB


− d2 a1 hTB hE + a2 ||hE ||22 hE .
(63)
In addition, we have Ke = λe = λa1 hB + λa2 hE . Based on
this, one way of equality between Ke and λe, is setting



 d1 a1 ||hB ||22 + a2 hTB hE = λa1


(64)
 −d a hT h + a ||h ||2 = λa .
2
1 B E
2
E 2
2
If hTB hE = 0, in this case, K have one positive eigenvalue
λ1 = d1 ||hB ||2 associated to the eigenvector e1 = ||hhBB||2 and
one negative eigenvalue λ2 = −d2 ||hE ||2 associated to the
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EyB

pyB
pyBc



Z

∞

=

pyB (y)
−∞

=

Ku X
Ku
X

2πσc2

 12

=

=

=

=

2πσc2
2
2πσB

 12



pi pj

Ku X
Ku
X



hTB w1 ui

 1 y−
exp − 
2
2
σB
−∞

Z

2
2πσB

i=1 j=1

=

pyB (y)
dy
pyBc (y)
∞

2


+

y−

hTB w1 uj
2
σB

2


−

y 2 
 dy
σc2




2
T


T
h
w
1

B
1
2h w1
 1 2

u2i + u2j  dy
exp −  2 − 2 y 2 − B2 (ui + uj ) y +
2
2
σ
σ
σ
σ
−∞
c
B
B
B


Z
pi pj

i=1 j=1

∞

 1 Ku Ku
Z ∞
i
h a
X
2πσc2 2 X
2
u
(y
−
b
)
+
d
dy
p
p
exp
−
i,j
i
j
i,j
2
2πσB
2
−∞
i=1 j=1
 1 Ku Ku
Z ∞
h a
i 
X
 u 
2πσc2 2 X
2
exp − (y − bi,j ) dy
pi pj exp di,j
2
2πσB
2
−∞
i=1 j=1
1 
 1 Ku X
Ku
2 2
 
2πσc2 2
2πσB
σc 2 X
pi pj exp dui,j
2
2
2
2πσB
2σc − σB
i=1 j=1
1 

 12 X
Ku X
Ku
2 2
2
 
2πeσc
σc
pi pj exp dui,j .
1
2
2
(2πeσ 2 ) 2 2σc − σB
i=1 j=1
B

(58)

eigenvector e2 = ||hhEE||2 .On the other hand, if hTB hTE 6= 0,
then the system in (64) is equivalent to


d1 ||hB ||22
−d2 hTB hE

d1 hTB hE
−d2 ||hE ||22

 
 
a1
a
=λ 1 .
a2
a2

(65)

Based on (65), the eigenvalues of K are the roots of the
characteristic polynomial of the system matrix, i.e., solutions
of the equation
(E) :

2

λ −

d1 ||hB ||22


− d1 d2

−

d2 ||hE ||22



λ

2 
T
2
2
||hB ||2 ||hE ||2 − hB hE
= 0. (66)

The discriminant of equation (E) is
2
∆ = d1 ||hB ||22 − d2 ||hE ||22


2 
+ 4d1 d2 ||hB ||22 ||hE ||22 − hTB hE
,

(67)

which is always positive due to the inequality of Cauchy
Schwarz. Consequently, equation (E) has two roots which are

√
∆
d ||h ||2 − d2 ||hE ||22


 λ1 = 1 B 2
+
,
2
2
√

d1 ||hB ||22 − d2 ||hE ||22
∆


λ2 =
−
.
2
2

(68)

Moreover, since d1 ||hB ||22 − d2 ||hE ||22 ≤ ∆, we have λ1 ≥ 0
and λ2 ≤ 0. Finally, for each eigenvalue λ = {λ1 , λ2 }, we
inject λ in the system in (64) and we solve. Consequently, for

each eigenvalue λ = {λ1 , λ2 }, the associated eigenvector of
λ is given by e (hE ) = a1 hB + a2 hE , where


2

T
2
2


λ
+
d
||h
||
||h
||
−
d
h
h
− λ2
2
E
B
1
E

B
2
2


,
 a1 =
λd2 ||hE ||22
(69)



T

h
−d
h

E
1
B


 a2 =
a1 .
λ + d2 ||hE ||22
After that, we can ensure that each p
eigenvector is normal by
dividing each coefficient in (69) by a21 + a22 .
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